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I. Introduction 

A complete understanding of yielding, strain hardening and the 

propagation of cleavaee cracks will require a knowledge of how the length 

of moving dislocation line and the lengtQ of immobile dislocation line. 

change with strain. For example, plasUc s~ rate can be expressed 

as: 

where 

• i•b.£v 

• -r is the average resolved shear strain rate 

b is the Burgers vector of the moving dislocations 

£ is the average length of moving dislocation per cubic centim~ter 

vis the ~verage dislocation velocity 
·. (1)(2) ' 

Gilman and Johnston by making various a~sumptions about ~ow~ 

and ·v vary with stress and strain have cons;tructed theoretical stress

strain curves that show many of the features of exp~rimental curves. 

For e}carAple, if the initial value of £. is ~ssumed to be small, the theo-

" retical curves show upper .and lower yield po~ts. This, of course, is 

an observed behavior for ·m~y materials in which nearly aU the dis

locations can be immobilized by impurity locking. The major difficulty 

with thio approach and any other that cQnsiders only average values of 

stress and strain is to understand the true meaning of the parameters 

that must be used. In this case, both ..£ anq v certainly depend in a very 
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complicated way on stress, strain, temperature and even th~rmal 

mechanical history. In the process ot averaging, the really essential 

differences .between various materials may be lost. More insight into 

fundamental reasons. for differences in properties from one class of 

materials to another may possibly be gained by focusing attention on 

nucleation and growth of individual sUp bands. 

Plastic deformation is characteristically an inhomogeneous pro-

cess·. Growth of slip bands, within which the local shear strain may be 

as much as 105 times greater than the average strain, is the dominant 

mode o! plastic deformation for nearly all materials and at small and 

. large plastic strains. See, for example, the recent electron microscope 

observations of Mader. (S) The slope of an, average stress vs average 

strain curve often tells nothing about the true strain hardening rate. A 

more fundamental parameter is the amount of damage left in the crystal 

by each increment of strain. The extent to which this damage shows up 

on the stress strain curve as an immediate increase in the stress re-

quired to continue plastic deformation must depend not only on the amount 

of damage but also on how it is distributed• (4) Damage in the form of 

immobile dislocation lines and probably small clusters of point defects 

is generated during plastic deformation at a much greater rate in a mag-
' I 

nesium oxide crystal than it is in copper;. Yet, the magnesium oxide 

stress' strain curve shows essentially no hardening after two percent 

plastic extension. In this material, the local hardening is so great within 

a slip band that. on the average, ·only one dislocation is able to pass over 

every tenth,ato~ layer. (S)(6) No hardening is evident on the stress strain 

curve because plastic strain increases by continuous widening of the slip 

bands into previously undeformed .~egions of the crystal. In copper, the 

local strain 1n a sUp band may b:e ·iooo times greater yet pnly scattered 
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regions of the sheared volume within the band contain any visible damage(7)(S) 

This il:l why# when deformed metals are examined by transmission elec

tron microscopy. it is usually not possible to even identify the locations 

of slip bands •. Fig. la shows a.slip band in magnesium oxide and Fig. lb 

shows a. typical field of view for a .lightly deformed copper crystal. Both 

' are transmission electron micrographs a.t approximately 50000 X 

magnification. 

What is the reason for this fundamental difference in behavior? 

The yield stress as ordinarily measured in a tension test is not the 

stress at which dislocations begin to movee Etch pit observations(a}(g) 

. and highly sensitive stress. strain measurements(lO) show that disloca

tions start to move in magnesium oxide at a stress less. than halt the yield 

and in copper at 1/20th the yield. The yield is characteristically the 

stress at which slip bands begin to grow. A satisfactory explanation of 

yielding and an understanding of the very different kinas of damage left 

in different materials by plastic deformation must 'involve the details of 

the· mechanism by which new lengths of dislocation are formed and get 

stuck during the growth of a slip band. 

It is the purpose of this paper to discuss the mechanisms by which 

dislocations can multiply and to try to explain the different dislocation 

substructures in deformed metals compared to those in deformed ionic 

crystals. 

II. Definition o! Multiplication 

In a growing slip band, it is necessary to differentiate between 

multiplication of shear strain, multiplication of the length of moving 

dislocation line, and increase in the length of immobile dislocation line. 
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Fig. l. Transmission electron micrographs showing damage 
caused by slip -- 50 000 X . 

(a) Magnesium Oxide 
(b) Copper 
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All three .. of. these processes usually occur together. They have frequently 

been confused in the literature •. F-or example, when one counts dislocation 

etch pita in a slip band in a lithium' fluoride or magnesium oxide crystal, 

the number :which is obtained has nothing to do with the number of moving 

dislocations •. In a wide band, nearly all the pita except .a few· along the 

edges of the band mark immobile dislocations 1n the form of elongated 

prismatic loops. (5)(6) The density of pits also has nothing to do with the 

shea:r,"" strain within the band. The shear strain is determined by the 

number .of dislocations that have traversed the glide planes and left the 

cryotul and is not always related to the amount of damage in the form of 

.immobile dislocations that is left behind. For the purpose of this discus

sion, strain multiplication can be defined as the shearing by more than 

~Burgers vector or any line that passes through the sUp band at right 

angles to the glide pl:lne. 

III. Frank Read Source 

Since 1950 it has been generally thought that the problem of strain 

multiplication was satisfactorily solved by the Frank Read source. This 

classical mechanism of multiplication is pictured 1n Fig. 2. The essential 

idea is that under certain conditions n dislocation that la pinned at one or 

more points, AB, on ita glide plane can rotate about its pinning points and, 

therefore, traverse each part of the glide plane an unlimited number of 

times. In a broad sense, all possible mechanisms of strain multiplication, 

except direct nucleation of a new dislocation loop by the combined action 

of str<:ibs;;and a thermal fluctuation, are only modifications of the Frank 

Read medhuni:::nn. However, it is worth discussing, in detail. some of the 

general cor.J'ieurations of dislocations that can result in strain multiplication 
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MU-27036 

Fig. 2. Frank Read source . 
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because it nas ·recently been suggested by many experiments that sources 

like that shown in Fig. 2 do not ·explain the growth of slip bands of the type 

seen in ionic crystals. Entire wide bands of slip in lithium fluoride(l 2) 

and magnesium oxide can grow from small isolated half loops o! disloca .. 

tion line that have been introduced· at the surface of the crystal. Centers 

of strain multiplication appear to develop continuously wherever there 

are moving dislocations; in this case, at the interfaces between the de

formed material that contains a high density of immobile' dislocations 

\ii:;~in the band and the Wldeformed crystal to either side. (S) ·The shear 

displacement in any one glide plane in these slip bands is probably never 

more than a few Burgers vectors. 

IV. Cross -over Mechanism· of Strain Multiplication 

A situation that must often occur in real crystals is illustrated 

in Fig. 3. Consider a moving dislocation that develops an irregular 

shape 'because it encounters obstacles to its motion that are not uniformly 

distributed.· Parts of the same.:line may often meet after following dif

ferent p:l.ths through the crystal, Fig. 3c~. Three different things can 

huppen _wh~?n these segments of opposite sign come together! (1) They can 

annihilate. (2) An immobile close pair can be formed. · (3) The two seg

ments can pass each other. These possibilities are illustrated in Figs. 

3d. e, and f. Annihilation will occur if the two segments lie on the same 

glide plane or are near screw orientation;, if not, a pair will be formed 

when the separation between the two glide planes is less than a critical 

value. h*. and cross-over will occur if it is greater than h*. The critical 

separation depends on the local shear stress 

b* 11 Gb 
811'(1-v).., 
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(a) (b) (c) 

(d) (e l ( f ) 

MU-27037 

Fig. 3. Motion of a dislocation that meets obstacles that are 
uniformly distributed. 

(a, b, c) Possible successive configurations. 
(d) Annihilation 
(e) Pair formation 
(£) Cross-over 
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h* is the separation between the two glide planes 

b is the Burgers vector 

is Poissons ratio 

G is the shear modulus 

T is the local resolved shear stress 

Pair formation appears to be an important mechanism by which the 

length of immobile dislocation line in a crystal increases during plastic 

deformation. (S) Cross-over may be an important mechanism of strain 

r~;;;U;inlication. (4) • 

There are two reasons why segments of the same dislocation line 

may be on separate glide planes on arrivinc at the same point by two 

different paths. The first depends on the presence of a network of small 

angle boundaries. Virtually all the metal and ionic crystals ~hat have 

been studied up to the present time have contained some subgrain bounda• 

rias. Consider the motion of a dislocation through such a cry.stal. 

Fig. 4 shows a loop of dislocation approaching a system of small 

angle boundaries A, B, C, D and E. Assume that the moving dislocation 

is able to break through boundaries B, C, D and E but is held up by . 

boundary A. It may then assume the successive shapes: 1 2 3. The 

separation between the glide planes of the two parts of the dislocation 

that meet on the other side of boundary A will be equal to the length 

of segment A times the twist component of its boundary angle. In a 

roaenesium oxide crystal a sUp band grows at a shear stress of 10
4 g/mm2• 

If the segment A is 10-3 em long, the boundary would have to have a 

twist com!,)onent of only • 15° to allow the dislocation loops to cross-over. 

Th0r.e ~~a ·nocond reason why the glide plan eo of the two segments may 

differ vihen they ;meat. -Col'lzider the expansion of a dislocation loop in 
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MU-27035 

Fig- 4. Glide of a dislocation through a crystal containing 
subgrain boundaries -- 1, 2 and 3 represent successive 
positions of a line that breaks through boundaries B, C, D 
and E but not through A. 
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a crystal that contains vacant lattice sites in a form that cari be swept up 

by moving dislocations. For·:example, a quenched aluminum crystal 

contains vacancy clusters in the form of small prismatic dislocation 

loops. It has been shown that these loops are swept away by moving 

dislocations. (la) WhEm vacancies are aboorbed at a dislocation that is 

not pure screw,· the line climbs off its oriainal glide plane. Assume 

that the loop of dislocation in Fig. 5 initially lies on its glide plane and 

that its Burgers vector is horizontal. Then it is in edge orientation at 

the two points marked E and E' and in screw orientation at S. If 

absorption a.t E' causes it to climb up off the original glide plane, then . 

absorption at E' causes it to climb down. The parts of the loop that 

are not pure edge may also move off the original glide plane due to 

absorption of vacancies by a combination of climb and cross-sUp. It is 

not known under exactly what conditions vacancies or vacancy clusters 

will actually be absorbed by moving dislocations. 

If absorption is possible on dislocations or' mixed character. as 

well as those in pure edge orientation, climb displacement is given by 

nb2 
d II Siii(i" 

d • climb displacement 

n 11 number of vacancies absorbed per unit length of line 

a a angle between the line and its Burgers vector 

Edge views of the loop before and after absorption of a given number of 

vacancies per ·unit length are shown in Fig. 5b. The important point is 

that any two diametrically opposite segments on the loop always climb 

in opposite directions. Another way of stating ~he same thing is that 
/ ~ 

dislocation segments Plat are moving in opposite directions under the 
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(a) E 

I 
1 After climb 

(b) 

~fore climb 

E s ,.... .. --:.- E1 

,/' 
~Equation ( 1 ) 

I 

MU-27040 
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Fig. 5. Climb of a dislocation loop off its glide plane. 
(a) The dislocation is in edge orientation at 

E and E' and screw orientation at S 
(b) Side view of the loop before and after 

absorbing vacancies. 
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action of the same shear stress climb in opposite directions. Now 

consider a dislocation that meets an obstacle to its motion and starts to 

pass around it as in Fig. 3. The two parts of the line that approach each 

other on the far side of the obstacle are always moving in opposite direc-

tiona under the action of the same stress. If they are absorbing vacancies, 

t:1en they are climbing in opposite directions off the original glide plane. 

For reasonable concentrations of individual vacancies it does not seem 

likely that this mechanism can often produce wide enough separations 

-5 for cross-over. For example, if the vacancy concentration is 10 and 

all vacancies within one interatomic distance of the glide plane are 

absorbed during motion, an edge dislocation would climb a distance of 
( 

about b on moving a distance of 1 0?', or if a= o. 1, after moving about 1A 

It does seem likely thnt climb may often start the growth of a long disloca-

tion pair, Fi~. 3e. As further motion of the dislocation increases the 

length of the pair, its spacing. may also increase. This is because jogs 

acquired by the segments of line near the pair tend to glide conservatively 

toward it. (14
) These jogs may be produced by further va·cancy absorption 

or by cutting of intersecting dislocations. Such a pS:ir "Wouid have to grow 

to a lenath of about lOO.f' in a crystal containing a con'cehtration of' vacanCies 

-5 of 10 before the spacing due to climb alone would be great enough for 

cross-over. 

V. Annihilation Mechanism of Multiplication 

The grown in dislocation substructure may contribute in a different 
";r ~ 

w&j than those already described to the multiplication process. Consider 

a moving screw dislocation, P, that encounters elements of the grown in 

dislocation network A, B, C, D, E, Fig. Ga. If the glide plane of the 

moving dislocation is within a critical distance of the immobile dislocation 
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p p 

{a ) 

p p 

8 c 

{b) 

MU-27039 

Fig. 6. Cross-slip of a segment of moving dislocation due 
to interaction with a completely immobile network of 
grown-in dislocations. 
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segment, 'E; and if E and the moving dislocation have opposite Burgers 

vectors, then a part of the moving· dislocation may cross-slip and 

annihilate the segment E. The final configuration is· shown iii Fig~ 6b. 

The situation on the glide plane is pictured in Fig. 7a~ A sezroent has 

besn removed from the moving dislocation a.nd two locking points have 

been established. It will act as a Frank Read source as shown in Figs~ 

7b, c and d. Therefore. even when the crown-in dislocations are so 

strongly locked that they are cor ... 1pletely immobile, they can play a vital 

;;:•ole in the multiplication process. Frtu"lk Read sources can'be con- · 

tinuously created as cooll as there is at least ~ moving dislocation on 

a glide pbne. 

VI. Double Cross -Slin r-.1e;cha~1isn cf l\'lultiplication 

·Another vray of creatine a Frank Read cou1·cc from a single loop 

ot movinz dislocation i::; cro.ss -slip. A segment ?f dislocation that lies 

iri pure 'scl.4 cw orientation co.n chance itc [!tide plana momentarily to 

cta.i't another loop tr..at e:-.::pands in a parallel glide plane. 'The' sequence 

of events is shown in Fig. 8. A screw segment glides into the cross-

slip plane a."ld then bacl~ into another glide pla.."le parallel to the· original 

one •. After one or n1ore loopo have been formed in the parallel plane as 

m Fig~ 8b, the small loop that lies in the cross-clip plane may .collapse 

lea vine no trace of the origin of the oecondary loop. Geometrically this 

is a very attractive and flexible mechtlnism for the growth of a slip band. 
\ 

However, it is not easy to see why it should happen. In ionic crystals , 

for which this mechanism has moot frequently been proposed, 02> low 

temperature motion of dislocations i.s r:tfon~ly confined to only one elide 

pbne.;. L"l the scdium chtcride atructurc a dislocation with Burgers vector 
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(a) (b) 

b -

n 
(c) (d) 

MU-27043 

Fig. 7. A Frank Read source can be created by the process shown 
in Fig. 6 as soon as there is one mobile dislocation on a glide 
plane. 
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a -
2 [ 110) glides in the (110) plane at a stress far below that required for 

glide in (001) which is the only likely cross-slip plane. In magnesium 
. (15) 

oxide at room temperature, this stress ratio is about 1 to 50. 

There!ore, double cross slip multiplication would seem to require a 

rather complc}t syotem of local stresses. Sr.aaU precipitate particles 

may be e.ble to induce this type of strain multiplication. Direct electron 

microscope observation of movina scre:w dislocations is magnesium 

oxide foilo(lG) do not ohow cross-slip of the t-ype sometimes seen in face 

centered cubic mct:llo v;hcre a dislocation e;lides for easily measurable 

d!sbncco in the crozs-slip pbnc. In maancsium OY.ide, screw disloca

tiol"lS move off the oric;ino.l illO) elide plano gradually in unresolvably 

small steps. 

In close pad~ed metals there i:3 also o. barrier to cross-slip. 

Even thou~h a crooo-sl!p ~b:1c e:d.:.:ts in which the dislocation can glide 

as easily ao en the odein::1.l elide pbne, it is different for a dislocation 

to ch::m3e elide pbncs. Tho :..·caocn io tho cplittin~ of dislocations into 

partblo witil a ribbc;,1 o1 sbcting fault between. In o:~.·dcr to move into 

the cross-slip plane it iD necessary to fir:Jt have the partials recombine. 

Pc.rticubrly for metals with low stad:.inG fo.ult energy this recombination 

require.::: very hieh locc.l streoses. 

When a crystal co::J.tains a continuou::; network of subgrain boundary 

tangles like those found in deformed copper, Fig 9, or a well developed 

network oZ sharp subgrain bou:1<:kric::> cuch us those .characteristic: of~· 

hc:w:lly deformed o.lumbum, Fir;. 10, it is doubtful tha~ a movina dis

location will find any point o.lcng ~he bou.::d<iry where it can cut through 
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Fig. 8. Double cross- slip strain multiplication. 
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Fig. 9. Subgrain boundary tangles in deformed copper 
transmission electron micrograph 40 OOOX. 

ZN-3213 
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into the nex:~ subgrain. The critical.step for growth of a slip band may 

then be_ bowing out of a new segment from the opposite side of the boundary, 

Fig. U. U a dislocation, A, n:ioves up against one side of a subgrain 

boundary, the._stress is incre~sed that acts on those elements of the sub

grain boundary network cap~ble of bow!ncr out into the neighboring sub• 

grain and thereby continuin.::! prop:!.,:ation of the shear. It is quite possible 

that new loops, (B, C in Fie. 1 b) originating in this way, will be formed 

at more than one pla.ce alene the boundary. These loops will usually lie 

nea.r but not exactly on the ori[;L'1al Glide plane. Since they ore formed 

independently, adjacent loo[.ls can either annihilate, form a pair or, if 

their glide planeo are widely er..ouch scpa1·at<:d, cross -over as in Fig. llb. 

If they. croos-over, a shear displc.cer ... 'lcnt of b in the fifst subgra.in be-

comes 2b in ·the second sube:;rain. Repetition of the process. can produce 

a slip band.. The result of the precess is to leave pairs of dislocations 

of opposite ciGn thut enter tbc subc;rain boundaries from the two opposite 

sides •. These will be incorpcl·o..ted into the tancle 'through dislocation 

reaction:J,· cross-clip and climb. Eventually, they may at least partially 

annihilate each other \vithin the bou.'1daxy. 

Tho critical stre~w for this typG of multiplication should depend 

on the lcn_zths of individual disloc:::1tio~1 sccmen~s in the t~nale. There is 

considerable e:>rperiment::ll evidence tha~ subGrain boundaries do play an 

important role LVl dctcrminin~ flow sh·ecs. For example, the stress to 

produce slip b:mdc L.'1 crystals of zinc that contain small a.nele boundaries 
' (17) 

does depend on the nature of the boundary and on boundary angle. 

Alr;o one ol the most reproducible co:-rcbtions that c~n be made between 

critical resolved chc2.r st;:css for flow c.nd the dislocation substructure 

in copper as observed by trz.ncmission electron microscopy is a correlation 
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Fig. 10. Sharp subgrain boundaries in heavily deformed 
aluminum -- transmission electron micrograph 
40 000 x. 

ZN-3212 
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betwee~ ~tress and the length of i.'1dividual segments of dislocation in 

the t~n~les. (7) 

All oZ tl:.c ct:.~~in !:.1ulUplicc..tic~1 mech::misr.:.1s involve.the meeting 

of tv;o disloco.t:!.o:l sec!"~1cnts of opposite si:;:-1 th:!t either annihilate ns in 

the classico.l F1.~.::m!: Rc~cl rnccbnnbril o:" cro;Js-over each other. In every 

case the o.lterno.tivc to ctro.il.l r~1ultiplic:::>..tio:1 is the sto.rt of a close pair 

of diGloc::ticns. Therefore. the multipHcatic:1 of strain and a concomitant 

increase in lcn~th of immcbilc diclo~:J.tion li.-'1e are clue to the same pro-

cesccs." ?he ma::dr.aum shco.l'" dispb.ccmcnt that cnn tal:.e place on a given 

elide pkne may dcrnnd C::l the nur-.'lbC:" oZ close po.irs formed per unit 

area swept by a dislocatio~1. AUhcuch close pairs o.nd elonr;o.tcd pris

(G)(lA) 
matic loops formed frcm them · - are o!.)served both in metals and 

ionic m::terials, slip bo.r:.ds are densely populated with pairs o.nd loops of 

all sbes, ·some prob:.:.bly even too sm:1ll to "see" by tr:.msmission clec~ron 

micro:::copy. h'l met:lls, p2.iro o.nd loops arc relatively rare and are 

mostly us:::ocbtcd Ylith sub,e:-::d.n bou::dc.ry tangles. In copper and alumi-

num there are large recio::l!J within slip b::mds. greater t~n one micron 

in diamotor, that co:1tain. no visible do.ma.ec. 

. . The basic difference between these two types o! materials may be 

the rnuch greater glide mobility of dislocations in the mct:~.ls not only on 

the normal glide plc.ne but also on possible cross-slip planes. The ratio 

of the stress to just move disloca.tions to that requh·ed for slip band 

erowth is much crcc.tcr for mctc.ls th:m for ionic c~;:::tnb •. A sub~tructure 

ccnslsti.r.tz r~1osUy.o1 p:ricmnHc loop::J and pc.irs is net st2.blc in metr.ls. (l 3) 

For c:::l:r~1!='~c. n close ~::;.ir or pri::::n'latic loop fo::..~mcd in one of the pc:..·~ect 

rccic~1s i~'i ~he cc:::.to:..~ cf c. sub::::ra.i.n ma.y always be eliminated by the next 
I, • 
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dislocation that comes along.' This process .is illustrated by Fig. 12. 

The shear stress exerts no net force on thE.: close pair, AB. However, 

it. a third dislocation, . C, approaches it on a glide plane close to that· of ,. . 

A and having the same Burgers vector as A, it will not be able.·to pass 

the pair and the aroup of three dislocation lines may be ·moved to. the 

right into .the oubgrain bounda.cy. If AB is a closed loop, 'then parts of· 

it must elide on a crooo ·slip plane. 

· When the damage c~m be collected i.'lto subgraL'l boundari,'es in 

this way, ·there is n much better clnnce for am1ihilation of seglllents of 

opposite .sign and, therefore, less da.mo<:~·e may be left in the crys.tal·per 

U."lit area of glide pl::ln0 sv1e:pt. \Vh8n the stress to just move dislocations 

is hi:;;h, as il1 r~.10.[~nesium c:~id0, · the dam:-:ge remains uniformly dist~:ibuted 

in the slip band and the rate of strab ha.rdenL'1C (a::: measured by the small 

slip band strain) is hizh. 

Body centered cubic mct:llo 1".:12-Y bo an intermediate case. Howeve.r. 

much more e~-rperimcntD.l \r.rorl: needs to be done concerning the growth of 

individu3.l clip bands in dilfcrcat materials before the differences in 

behavior co.n be fully understood . 
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Fig. 11- Strain multiplication at a subgrain boundary. 
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Fig. 12. Sweeping of a dislocation pair or prismatic loop 
by a moving dislocation. 
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